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Expansion of triplex-forming GAA/TTC repeats in the first

intron of FXN gene results in Friedreich’s ataxia. Besides

FXN, there are a number of other polymorphic GAA/TTC

loci in the human genome where the size variations thus

far have been considered to be a neutral event. Using yeast

as a model system, we demonstrate that expanded

GAA/TTC repeats represent a threat to eukaryotic genome

integrity by triggering double-strand breaks and gross

chromosomal rearrangements. The fragility potential

strongly depends on the length of the tracts and orienta-

tion of the repeats relative to the replication origin, which

correlates with their propensity to adopt triplex structure

and to block replication progression. We show that fragi-

lity is mediated by mismatch repair machinery and

requires the MutSb and endonuclease activity of MutLa.

We suggest that the mechanism of GAA/TTC-induced

chromosomal aberrations defined in yeast can also operate

in human carriers with expanded tracts.
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Introduction

Expansion of GAA/TTC trinucleotide repeats was recognized

as a detrimental polymorphism in the human genome with

the discovery of the molecular mechanisms underlying

Friedreich’s ataxia (FRDA) (Campuzano et al, 1996). FRDA

is an autosomal recessive disease caused by the inheritance

of two mutant alleles of the frataxin (FXN) gene from

heterozygous parents (reviewed by De Biase et al, 2006;

Pandolfo, 2006). In most cases (98%), inactivation of the

FXN function in both alleles results from inhibition of gene

expression by abnormal GAA repeat expansion occurring

within the first intron. Although chromosomes from unaf-

fected individuals have less than 65 triplets, disease-causing

FRDA alleles contain 66–1700 GAA repeats. Premutation

(34–65 triplets) and mutant (466 triplets) alleles exhibit

high levels of instability (expansions and contractions) in

somatically dividing and non-dividing cells in a tissue- and an

age-dependent manner (Al-Mahdawi et al, 2004; Clark et al,

2007). Premutation and disease alleles are also highly un-

stable during intergenerational transmission often under-

going both contractions and expansions, with

hyperexpansions reaching up to a 10-fold increase in one

generation (reviewed by De Biase et al, 2006).

Systematic analysis of the human genome revealed that the

FXN locus is not the only location where GAA tracts can

expand (Clark et al, 2004, 2006). Almost 1000 loci containing

more than eight GAA repeats, including 29 loci with premu-

tation size tracts, have been identified. In total, 9 out of 29

premutation alleles are highly polymorphic and prone to

large expansions, which can reach up to 140 copies.

To date, these expansions have not been shown to be

associated with diseases.

The property of GAA repeats to inhibit FXN transcription

and its predisposition for genetic instability are dependent on

the size of the expanded tracts, which in fact reflects the

ability of the repeats to adopt non-canonical DNA secondary

structures (reviewed by Wells, 2008). The GAA triplet repeat

is a polypurine polypyrimidine (R �Y) sequence exhibiting

mirror symmetry (reviewed by Frank-Kamenetskii and

Mirkin, 1995). Such RY tracts can predominantly adopt two

non-B-DNA structures: triplex (or H-DNA) and sticky DNA.

Triplex is formed as a result of overlaying a third strand into

the major groove of the DNA double helix. The third strand

pairs with the double helix through Hoogsteen or reverse

Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds, thus leaving the complementary

strand (either R or Y) unpaired. Sticky DNA is a more

complex triplex structure formed between two remote R �Y
tracts positioned in direct orientation relative to each other

within the same molecule (reviewed by Wells, 2008).

Triplexes were detected in vitro and in vivo studies in

model systems (reviewed by Bissler, 2007). The formation

of such structures is dependent on the homogeneity of the

GAA tract and is strongly favored under conditions of nega-

tive superhelicity, which in vivo can be provided by processes

that require separation of the two strands of the duplex such

as replication, transcription, recombination and repair

(Frank-Kamenetskii and Mirkin, 1995). Studies in vitro and

in model organisms show that stable secondary structures in
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turn can hinder transcription (Bidichandani et al, 1998;

Ohshima et al, 1998; Sakamoto et al, 1999; Grabczyk and

Usdin, 2000a, b), which can account for the GAA length-

dependent inactivation of FXN gene function in FRDA

patients (Campuzano et al, 1996; Cossee et al, 1997). It was

also found that triplexes formed by GAA repeats stall the

DNA synthesis in vitro (Ohshima et al, 1996; Gacy et al, 1998)

and the progression of replication fork in vivo (Ohshima et al,

1998; Krasilnikova and Mirkin, 2004; Pollard et al, 2004),

providing possible explanations for the GAA-associated ge-

netic instability and the origin of expanded alleles.

Another type of expandable triplet repeat sequences, hair-

pin-forming CNG triplets, also cause disease by affecting gene

expression, mRNA or protein function (reviewed by Mirkin,

2007). In addition, CNG repeats can compromise the integrity

of the eukaryotic genomes. In humans, the expanded CCG or

GCC tracts are chromosomal fragile sites that are associated

with genome rearrangements (Sutherland, 2003), whereas

long tracts of CCG/CGG and CTG/CAG repeats induce DSBs

and chromosome instability in yeast (reviewed by Lenzmeier

and Freudenreich, 2003). The CNG potential to cause chromo-

somal breakage and aberrations is attributed to their ability to

adopt hairpin secondary structures that impede replication

progression.

Although the fragility at triplex-forming GAA/TTC repeats

has not been documented, a set of observations point

towards their potential to cause breakage. First, in Escherichia

coli, GAA tracts on a plasmid induce both intra- and inter-

molecular recombination (Napierala et al, 2004). Second, in

yeast, GAA repeats lead to replication stalling on a plasmid in

a length- and orientation-dependent manner (Krasilnikova

and Mirkin, 2004). As shown from other studies, replication

arrest or defects in replication machinery often lead to DSBs

(reviewed by Rothstein et al, 2000). Third, as described

above, GAA repeats can adopt triplex structures that are

considered to be inducers of instability. Non-GAA mirror

repeats that are prone to the formation of similar structures

are also found to be hotspots for rearrangements in humans

and in model organisms. These include triplex-forming se-

quences located in the major breakpoint cluster region at

BCL2 (Raghavan et al, 2005a, b), intron 21 of PKD1 (Blaszak

et al, 1999; Patel et al, 2004) and promoter region of C-MYC

(Michelotti et al, 1996; Wang and Vasquez, 2004).

In this study, we demonstrate that expanded GAA/TTC

repeats are strong inducers of DSBs and gross chromosomal

rearrangements (GCRs) in yeast. The fragility potential de-

pends on the length of the tract and the orientation of the

repeats relative to the replication origin, which correlates

with their propensity to adopt triplex and to block replication

fork movement. Mutants defective in the function of MutSb
and the endonuclease activity of MutLa exhibit reduced

levels of GCRs and DSB formation, indicating that mismatch

repair machinery (MMR) might trigger the fragility by proces-

sing the triplex structure. GCRs resulting from the GAA-

mediated breaks have a specific pattern: terminal deletions

coupled with non-reciprocal translocations involving ex-

panded GAA/TTC tracts and GAA/TTC-rich regions located

on non-homologous chromosomes. We propose that the

mechanism of genome destabilization caused by GAA/TTC

repeats defined in yeast might operate in carriers with

expanded tracts at the FXN and other loci in the human

genome.

Results

Experimental system

To assess the potential of the expanded GAA/TTC repeats to

induce chromosomal fragility, we have employed two experi-

mental assays that monitor the induction of GCRs and mitotic

ectopic recombination. The GCR assay is based on the loss of

CAN1 and ADE2 genes located on chromosome V (Figure 1).

This experimental assay was used earlier to characterize the

specific pattern of GCRs resulting from hairpin-capped breaks

induced by inverted repeats (Narayanan et al, 2006). Haploid

yeast strains were constructed where the left arm of chromo-

some V in the region of CAN1 gene was modified. LYS2
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Recombination
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20, 60, 120, 230, 340
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ARS 507
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Figure 1 Experimental system to study chromosomal fragility induced by expanded tracts of GAA/TTC repeats. The breakage at the location of
GAA/TTC tracts can lead to 43 kb telomere-proximal deletion resulting in CanRAde� clones. In a separate set of strains, the lys2-8 allele was
integrated into chromosome III, allowing us to measure the level of homologous recombination induced by GAA/TTC repeats. The ‘X’ denotes
a recombination event generating a wild-type LYS2 allele.
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cassettes with GAA/TTC repeats were placed centromere-

proximal to CAN1. The region between LYS2 and the telomere

does not contain essential genes and can be deleted. The

ADE2 gene was moved telomere-distal to CAN1. The LYS2

cassettes contain homogeneous GAA/TTC repeats of length

20 (corresponding to normal allele size in humans), 60

(premutation size), 120, 230 or 340 (mutant sizes); all

GAA/TTC insertions result in loss of LYS2 function. Repeats

were inserted into the chromosome in two different orienta-

tions with respect to the direction of replication. Replication

is initiated at the ARS507 origin and proceeds from right to

left in this region (Raghuraman et al, 2001; Yabuki et al, 2002,

see also replication origin database at http://www.oridb.org/).

The lagging strand template contains GAA repeats in ‘GAA

orientation’ and TTC repeats in ‘TTC orientation’. A DSB in

the LYS2 region can cause deletion of the chromosome V

region, including CAN1 and ADE2, resulting in canavanine-

resistant red colonies (CanRAde�). Such GCR isolates can be

distinguished from canavanine-resistant white colonies that

are produced due to point mutations or small deletions in

CAN1.

To determine whether the GAA/TTC tracts can stimulate

mitotic ectopic recombination, we integrated a lys2-8 allele

(Lobachev et al, 1998) at the LEU2 locus of chromosome III.

Recombination between lys2::GAA/TTC and the lys2-8 gen-

erates Lysþ prototrophs, primarily through gene conversion

of the insert-containing allele.

GAA repeats induce GCRs in a size- and an

orientation-dependent manner

Expanded tracts of GAA/TTC repeats strongly increased the

rate of chromosome V arm loss (Table I). The degree of

stimulation depended on both the size and the orientation

of the repetitive tracts. The strains with (GAA)20 and (TTC)20

tracts exhibited low rates of arm loss events, similar to that of

strains containing direct Alu repeats, which cannot adopt

secondary structures (Narayanan et al, 2006). There was a

mild increase (B3-fold) in the levels of CAN1 region loss for

premutation size alleles (60 repeats) over normal size alleles

for both orientations. However, alteration in the size of the

repeat tracts from 60 to 120 led to a tremendous change in

their ability to trigger chromosomal arm loss events. There

were an B200- and 650-fold increases in TTC and GAA

orientation, respectively. Interestingly, further increments in

the repeat tract lengths had different effects on arm loss rates

for different orientations. TTC repeats of 120, 230 and 340

tract lengths had similar rates, whereas the 120, 230 and 340

GAA tracts stimulated GCRs B2000, 7000 and 83 000 times

more frequently than (GAA)20, respectively.

Structural organization of rearranged chromosomes

in CanRAde� isolates

To directly determine what structural changes were acquired

by chromosome V as a result of GCR, we analysed the

molecular karyotypes of 12 independent CanRAde� clones

isolated from strains containing (TTC)230 and (GAA)230

repeats. Chromosomes from these isolates were separated

using contour-clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF)

gel electrophoresis and chromosome V was examined by

hybridization with a right arm-specific probe (Figure 2A).

On the basis of the mobility of altered chromosomes, several

different recurrent classes of rearrangements were detected

for both repeat orientations. In the majority of cases, the

novel chromosomes were larger than wild-type chromosome

V, suggesting that the arm loss events were accompanied by

the gain of genetic material. This conclusion was confirmed

when genomic DNA from CanRAde� isolates was analysed

using comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) on micro-

arrays (Figure 2B). Among the 12 analysed CanRAde� isolates

from (TTC)230 strains, only two (T-2 and T-10) had a terminal

deletion of V with a breakpoint near CAN1 locus. This pattern

likely reflects de novo telomere addition to the broken mole-

cule following DSB induction at the repetitive tracts. The

remaining 10 isolates had a deletion of the centromere-distal

CAN1 region coupled with a duplication of telomere-proximal

regions of non-homologous chromosomes. One likely me-

chanism for generating such rearrangements is the induction

of the break at the location of GAA/TTC repeats on chromo-

some V, followed by healing of the broken end through break-

induced replication (BIR) (Malkova et al, 1996; Smith et al,

2007) involving homology or microhomology (Figure 6).

Non-reciprocal translocations were confirmed by PCR analy-

sis with primers annealing to the regions on non-homologous

chromosomes that flank the breakpoints. We sequenced the

PCR fragments containing the breakpoint junctions for one or

several representatives of each GCR class. All such junctions

were chimaeric with a GAA/TTC pure repeat region from

chromosome V fused with non-homogeneous GAA/TTC-rich

Table I Length- and orientation-dependent induction of GCRs and homologous recombination by GAA/TTC repeats

Insertion in LYS2 Arm loss rate (� 1010)a Recombination rate (� 107)

Orientation Tract length

TTC 20 8 (4–17)b 5 (4–9)
60 21 (19–35) 8 (6–11)

120 4515 (3226–6149) 19 (14–23)
230 4778 (4409–6128) 20 (17–36)
340 4851 (4133–6659) NDc

GAA 20 9 (5–15) 7 (5–9)
60 27 (20–43) 17 (12–27)

120 17 436 (9120–24 770) 287 (170–373)
230 66 044 (51054–86 480) 3808 (2410–4384)
340 743 659 (468 938–1085186) NDc

aThe loss of CAN1- and ADE2-containing region was measured in strains that do not have the lys2-8 allele.
bNumbers in parentheses correspond to the 95% confidence interval.
cND, not determined.
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stretches in chromosome I (T-1, T-3, T-4, T-5, T-8, T-11 and

T-12), chromosome XIII (T-7 and T-9) or chromosome II (T-6)

(Figure 2B; Supplementary Table I). The imperfect GAA/TTC

repeats were all configured such that a BIR event initiated by

a break in the pure GAA/TTC tract on chromosome V in the

TTC orientation would produce a monocentric chromosome.

Similarly, in isolates derived from (GAA)230 strains the

broken end was stabilized through BIR involving chromo-

some XI (A-1, A-2, A-3, A-5, A-6, A-7, A-9, A-10, A-11 and A-12)

or chromosome XIII (A-4 and A-8). The translocation break-

points were mapped to 420 bp GAA/TTC-rich tract in MNN4

gene on chromosome XI and to a 120 bp GAA/TTC-containing

tract in FPR3 gene on chromosome XIII (Figure 2B;

Supplementary Table I).

In summary, these results indicate that repair of breaks

triggered by GAA/TTC repeats generate specific patterns of

rearrangements, wherein non-reciprocal translocations are

the primary outcome of the GAA/TTC-mediated fragility.

Induction of homologous recombination between lys2

alleles depends on the orientation of repeat tracts

The disparity in the GCR potential of GAA and TTC tracts can

be explained by the different propensities of the repeats to

adopt secondary structures that are processed to DSBs (dis-

cussed below). Alternatively, the bias can be attributed to the

efficiency of subsequent steps in the recombination process

(processing of the broken ends, invasion of the broken end

into a homologous template and so on). In addition, the
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Figure 2 Structural analysis of chromosomal arm loss events stimulated by (GAA/TTC)230 tracts. (A) Analysis of rearranged chromosome Vs
in CanRAde� isolates by CHEF gels and Southern blotting. The right arm of chromosome V was highlighted using a MET6-specific probe in
Southern analysis. Lanes labelled with ‘wt’ are strains containing wild-type chromosome V with (TTC)230 and (GAA)230 repeats. Lanes T-1 to
T-12 are CanRAde� isolates from (TTC)230 strains. Lanes A-1 and A-12 are CanRAde� isolates from strains with (GAA)230 repeats. The primary
GCR classes are labelled in red. (B) CGH and breakpoint analysis of the most frequent rearrangements resulting from (TTC/GAA)230-mediated
breaks. Upper panels are the microarray analysis of arm loss events. DNAs from experimental strain and control strain were labelled with
different fluorescent nucleotides and hybridized in competition to DNA microarrays with yeast genes and intergenic regions. Each vertical bar
corresponds to one ORF in Watson (upper bars) and in Crick (bottom bars) orientations. Colour coding is as follows: grey, repeated genomic
elements; yellow, sequences present in the same dosage in the wild-type and control strains; red, sequences that were duplicated in the
experimental strain relative to the control; blue, sequences that were deleted in the experimental strain relative to the control. Only those
chromosomes that had a deletion or duplication are shown in this figure. Complete data for these experiments is online at GEO database
(accession number GSE11425). Bottom panels depict the structure of the translocation breakpoints on chromosomes I and XI. The donor sites
for BIR are shown. Blue and red arrows indicate the breakpoint junctions between GAA/TTC tracts from chromosome V and GAA/TTC-rich
regions on donor chromosomes (examples are shown). The left panel is the analysis of a major class of GCRs in (TTC)230 strains (isolates T-1,
T-3, T-4, T-5, T-8, T-11 and T-12). The right panel is the analysis of a major class of GCRs in (GAA)230 strains (isolates A-1, A-2, A-3, A-5, A-6, A-7,
A-9, A-10, A-11 and A-12). The complete analysis of the breakpoints for all isolates is presented in the Supplementary Table 1.
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number of genomic templates that are potential sites for

invasion by GAA/TTC tracts, their lengths, degree of se-

quence divergence and orientation with respect to telomere

could be contributing factors to account for the differences in

GCR rates. To determine whether the disparity in the GCR

potential reflects DSB formation or a subsequent step in the

repair, we analysed recombination between a lys2-8 allele

integrated at the LEU2 locus of chromosome III and the lys2

alleles containing 20, 60, 120 and 230 repeats in both

orientations. The lys2-8 allele serves as a uniform template

for DSB repair and allows to measure the true repeat fragility

potential in an unbiased manner. Consistent with GCR data,

we found that the GAA repeats stimulate recombination more

strongly than the TTC repeats. For example, the (GAA)230

tract induces recombination between lys2 alleles about 200

times more efficiently than the (TTC)230 tract (Table I). These

results indicate that the observed orientation dependence is

primarily attributed by the differences in the propensity of the

GAA and TTC repeats for breakage.

Orientation-dependent blockage of replication

by expanded GAA tracts

To get better insights into the molecular mechanisms of GAA/

TTC-associated instability, we analysed the progression of the

replication fork through the chromosomal region containing

GAA/TTC tracts using two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophor-

esis (Figure 3). Replication progression across (GAA)20�230,

(TTC)230 and (TTC)340 tracts was monitored in wild-type

strains. Owing to the inherent instability associated with

(GAA)340 repeats (see below), wild-type strains rapidly accu-

mulate a mix of truncated tracts on propagation, making the

2D results unclear (data not shown). Therefore, the analysis

of replication forks in this strain was carried out in Dmsh2

background that prevents large changes in the tract size (see

below).

We have found that replication stalling occurs at (GAA)120,

(GAA)230 and (GAA)340 but not at (GAA)60 or TTC tracts. The

inhibition zone coincides with the location of repeat tracts.

These results are consistent with the previous report wherein

GAA repeats arrested replication of 2 mm plasmids in a length-

and an orientation-dependent manner (Krasilnikova and

Mirkin, 2004). It should be noted that, in this study, the

blockage zone of the Y arc is shifted causing the arc inter-

ruption. This discontinuity colocalizes with the centre of the

GAA tracts. This particular migration pattern of Y intermedi-

ates might be explained by the presence of secondary struc-

tures, such as H-DNA, at the arrested forks. It is also

important to note that disruption of MSH2 does not affect

 (GAA)340 (GAA)230

 (TTC)340 (TTC)230

 (GAA)120

 (GAA)60

ARS507

Afl IIAfl II

3 kb 1 kb 2n

1 D
2 

D

1n

GAA/TTC 
repeats

Figure 3 2D analysis of replication intermediates in strains containing GAA/TTC repeats. Neutral/neutral 2D electrophoresis was used to
resolve unreplicated molecules and Y-like structures. Replication initiated at ARS507 proceeds from right to left through the region containing
the repeat tracts. Cleavage with AflII positions the GAA/TTC repeats on the long shoulder of the Y-arc. The 4 kb AflII-digested LYS2 fragment
was used as a probe in Southern blot hybridization. Accumulation of the replication intermediates leads to the appearance of bulges on the
replication arc. Replication pausing zones are indicated by brackets. Arrows point to the Y-arc interruptions coinciding with the centre of the
GAA tracts.
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the strength of replication stalling or change the pattern of

the replication intermediates in strains containing (GAA)230

repeats (data not shown).

On the basis of these results, we suggest that the expanded

GAA repeats, when present on lagging strand template, lead

to the formation of triplex DNA structure that blocks the

progression of the replication fork. It has been shown that the

homopurine tracts are poor substrates for replication protein

A (RPA) binding and for primer synthesis by the Pola–

primase complex (Wold, 1997; Frick and Richardson, 2001).

Hence, it is likely that GAA repeats on the template of lagging

strand hinder the synthesis of Okazaki fragments, and there-

fore, generate long regions of single-stranded DNA, providing

optimal conditions for secondary structure formation. In

addition, the R �R �Y triplex that would be formed by folding

the GAA-rich strand is expected to be more stable than the

Y �R �Y conformation at the physiological pH and ionic con-

ditions (Frank-Kamenetskii and Mirkin, 1995).

Overall, these results demonstrate that repeats in the

orientation most prone for GCR and recombination also

block the replication fork progression, suggesting that the

induction of chromosomal instability and replication arrest

are related events.

Effect of inverting the LYS2 cassette on fragility and the

replication block potential of (GAA/TTC)230 repeats

It is formally possible that the orientation-dependent bias in

the fragility of the GAA repeats might be attributed to the

direction of transcription in LYS2 gene. Besides replication,

transcription is another polar cellular process wherein the

duplex DNA is unwound creating regions of negative super-

helicity. In the GAA orientation, GAA repeats are located on

the transcribed strand of LYS2. It has been demonstrated that

the FXN gene expression is blocked (likely by triplex DNA)

when expanded GAA tracts are on the sense strand

(Campuzano et al, 1997; Bidichandani et al, 1998). In addi-

tion, it has been shown that halted transcription can attenu-

ate replication fork progression (Krasilnikova et al, 1998).

Hence, it is possible that replication arrest and subsequent

breakage could result from defect in transcription elongation

rather than from impaired lagging strand synthesis. It should

be noted, in plasmid-based studies, that the GAA-induced

replication block was not dependent on transcription through

the repeats (Krasilnikova and Mirkin, 2004). Consistent with

this study, we found that disruption of LYS2 promoter with

the KanMX cassette in strains containing (GAA)230 and

(TTC)230 repeats did not affect either the GCR rates or the

replication fork progression across repeat tracts (data not

shown).

To directly assess whether the presence of GAA repeats on

lagging strand template is responsible for the observed repeat

orientation-dependent fragility, we constructed strains in

which the orientation of the LYS2 gene with (GAA)230 was

changed with respect to direction of replication from ARS507

(Figure 4A). The flipped cassette now places the GAA repeats

on the leading strand template. The arm loss events were B9-

fold lower than in strains containing original orientation of

LYS2 cassette wherein GAA repeats are situated on the

lagging strand template. It should be noted that this fold

difference in arm loss events is comparable to that detected in

strains with (GAA)230 and (TTC)230 with the LYS2 cassette is

in the original orientation. As expected, when the LYS2 with

the (TTC)230 tract was inverted, the GCR tendency of the tract

was also reversed. Moreover, the flipped GAA repeats did not

compromise replication fork progression, whereas replication

arrest was readily detected at the flipped TTC tracts

(Figure 4B).

This observed change in GCR potential of the repeat tract

on the inversion of the LYS2 cassette demonstrates that the

fragility is independent of sequences that flank the repetitive

tracts, undermines the contribution of transcription and

strongly implicates the role of replication.

GAA repeat size variations and fragility are dependent

on the mismatch repair system

Increases in the size of repeat tracts led to elevated levels of

tract length variations with deletions observed more fre-

quently than expansions (Supplementary Table II). The

most unstable are the (GAA)340 tracts that exhibit 80% of

large contractions on propagation. We found that disruptions

of MSH2, MSH3, MLH1 and PMS1, but not MSH6, genes

resulted in decreased levels of large deletions in (GAA)340

tracts; however, there was a marked increase in the levels of

small deletions (Supplementary Figure 1 and data not

shown). These data are consistent with previous studies in

yeast where MMR deficiency was shown to cause elevated

levels of small deletions and additions in tracts of repetitive

DNA (for example, Sia et al, 1997).

Defects in MMR also strongly reduced (GAA)230 and

(TTC)230 repeat-induced chromosomal arm loss (Figure 5A;

Supplementary Table III). Strains of the Dmsh2 or

Dmsh3Dmsh6 genotypes had about 15-fold reductions in

the ability of (GAA)230 tracts to trigger GCRs. Disruption of

MSH3 led to a six-fold reduction in GCR rates, whereas

Dmsh6 strains had a modest but statistically significant

decrease (1.6-fold) in the level of arm loss events. GCR

rates in Dmlh1 and Dpms1 strains were comparable to

those observed in Dmsh2 mutants. We also examined the

effect of msh2-G693A, which impairs the ATPase activity of

Msh2p, but not the ability of Msh2p to form complexes with

other MutS proteins (Drotschmann et al, 1999). In addition,

we assessed the effects of the pms1-E707K mutation, which

disrupts the newly discovered endonuclease function of

MutLa but not other activities of the complex (Kadyrov

et al, 2006, 2007). Both of these point mutations reduced

the frequencies of the GAA-induced GCRs to about the same

extent observed in the Dmsh2 strain. Disruption of MSH2 also

affected GCRs in TTC strains, leading to a five-fold decrease

(data not shown), indicating that Y �R �Y triplexes are also

targeted by MMR.

These results indicate that MutSb and MutLa heterodi-

meric complexes are required for both GAA-mediated chro-

mosomal fragility and tract length variations, whereas the

contribution of MutSa is minor. Importantly, both the ATPase

function of Msh2p and the endonuclease activity of Pms1p

are necessary for the induction of GCRs.

MMR triggers chromosomal breakage at (GAA)230 tracts

Induction of GCRs in strains containing GAA/TTC tracts is

likely a consequence of the DSB formation at the location of

repeats. The rate of GCRs is significantly reduced in MMR-

deficient strains, indicating that MMR might be responsible

for the breakage. Alternatively, the defect in MMR may

negatively affect the repair of the broken molecules by
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hampering the resection of the DSB intermediates or by

reducing the formation and/or extension of heteroduplex

intermediates during BIR. To address this issue directly, we

analysed the chromosomal DSB formation in the repeat-

containing strains (Figure 5B). No DSBs were detected in

strains with (TTC)230 but were visible in strains carrying

(GAA)230 repeats (lane 3, Figure 5B) consistent with their

different potential to trigger GCRs and homologous recombi-

nation (see above). The breakage in (GAA)230 strains was

compromised in Dmsh2 and pms1-E707K mutants, suggesting

that MMR machinery is required for efficient DSB formation

and is not involved in the processing or healing of the broken

ends.

Discussion

Polypurine–polypyrimidine sequences that have potential to

adopt triplex secondary structure are highly polymorphic and

abundant in eukaryotic genomes, ranging from yeast to hu-

mans (Cox and Mirkin, 1997). We have found that in yeast,

expanded GAA/TTC tracts that belong to this class of se-

quence motifs strongly stimulate chromosomal fragility in a

size- and orientation-dependent manner, often culminating in

translocations. The MMR is a key player in the repeat-

mediated breakage. This study unravels a novel function of

MMR and also shows that the triplex-forming repeats can be a

potent source of chromosomal aberrations similar to those

observed in tumours.

Mechanism of chromosomal fragility induced by the

expanded GAA/TTC tracts

In GCR and homologous recombination assays, repeats in

both orientations exhibit strong breakage potential, although

the fragility is more pronounced when the expanded GAA

repeats are present on the lagging strand template during

DNA replication (Table I; Figure 4A). Consistently, in strains

with repeats in the GAA orientation, we detect a prominent

replication fork arrest and accumulation of DSBs (Figures 3,

4B and 5B). One possible explanation for this orientation bias

is that the purine-rich DNA template is not an ideal substrate

for the proteins involved in lagging strand DNA synthesis

such as RPA and Pola–primase (Wold, 1997; Frick and

Richardson, 2001). Hampered Okazaki fragment synthesis

would generate long single-stranded regions that could loop
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out and form triplexes with the double-stranded region ahead

of the fork (Figure 6). Alternatively, the difference in the

breakage potential could be accounted by the greater stability

of the R �R �Y secondary structure adopted by repeats in GAA

orientation versus the Y �R �Y triplex formed due to TTC

strand folding. Hence R �R �Y H-DNA can be a stronger barrier

for replication fork. In both of the cases, arrested fork

intermediates are expected to contain the secondary structure

that can explain the observed migration pattern of Y mole-

cules in 2D gels (Figure 3).

The triplex can be recognized and targeted by MMR

resulting in tract length variations and DSB formation. It

should be noted that although MMR is the primary player

in the fragility, Dmsh2 does not completely eliminate the

GAA/TTC-induced GCRs (Figure 5A), indicating that the

triplex and/or arrested fork can lead to breakage through

an alternative MMR-independent pathway. A DSB occurring

within the GAA tract is expected to split chromosome V into

acentric and centromere-containing fragments. There are

several pathways to repair such a break. If the broken ends

are repaired by recombination with the allelic unbroken GAA

tract on the sister chromatid or if the broken ends are re-

joined by NHEJ or single-strand annealing, one would expect

to get larger or smaller tracts without an associated transloca-

tion. Alternatively, it is possible that the acentric fragment

would be lost and the centromere-containing fragment would

invade GAA/TTC-rich genomic sequences located on non-

homologous chromosomes. This pathway of repair would

result in non-reciprocal translocations.

The function of MMR in triplex-mediated instability

Contribution of MMR to trinucleotide repeat instability has

been extensively studied, in both prokaryotes and eukar-

yotes, for CNG tracts. In E. coli, defects in MMR lead to a

decreased level of large deletions, but an elevated rate of

small-size alterations in the hairpin-forming CTG/CAG re-

peats (Jaworski et al, 1995; Schumacher et al, 1998; Wells

et al, 1998; Parniewski et al, 2000; Schmidt et al, 2000). In

yeast, loss of MMR results in elevated rates of small tract

alterations of CTG/CAG and CCG/CGG repeats, but has little

effect on the rates of large deletions or insertions (reviewed

by Lenzmeier and Freudenreich, 2003). In mice, MMR

proteins are involved in regulating somatic and germline
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instability of CTG/CAG repeats (promoting both expansions

and contractions), MutSb being the major player (Foiry et al,

2006 and references therein). In vitro studies show that,

although Msh2p or Msh2p–Msh6p and Msh2p–Msh3p com-

plexes efficiently bind DNA hairpins, repair does not occur

(Pearson et al, 1997; Bowers et al, 2000; Owen et al, 2005).

Owen et al proposed that inactive MutSb bound to the

secondary structure might prevent its processing thereby

promoting tract-length changes.

We have found that similar to observations made with

CTG/CAG repeats, disruptions of MSH2, MSH3, MLH1 and

PMS1 but not MSH6 in yeast alter the stability of (GAA)340

repeats: decreasing the rate of large deletions and increasing

the rate of small deletions (Supplementary Figure 1 and data

not shown). In addition, MMR deficiency reduces the GAA/

TTC-associated fragility. On the basis of these results, we

suggest that besides hairpins, the triplex secondary structure

might be another substrate for MMR recognition. However,

unlike hairpins, H-DNA is actively processed by MutSb and

MutLa resulting in repeat size variations and DSB formation.

This is strongly supported by our data that msh2-G693A

mutants defective in the ATPase activity of Msh2 complexes

or pms1-E707K mutants that lack the endonuclease activity of

the MutLa exhibit compromised fragility and long size repeat

variations.

MMR proteins process multiple DNA distortions that arise

during replication, DNA repair and recombination (reviewed

by Jiricny, 2006). Which feature of the triplex secondary

structure is recognized by MMR? It is possible that the

Hoogsteen base pairs formed between the duplex and the

folded strand are a good target for MutSb binding.

Alternatively, the looped-out junction at the border between

the duplex and triplex can be a substrate. Biochemical

characterization of the binding and the cleavage of the

defined triplex substrates by purified MMR proteins, solving

the structure of MutS complexes (especially MutSb) bound to

H-DNA templates, along with the assessment of MSH2 and

MSH3 mutants that hamper mismatch recognition might help

to differentiate between these scenarios.

Along with an important role in maintaining the integrity

of prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes, MMR is also impli-

cated in the DSB generation as a consequence of ‘futile cycles

of repair’ in cells treated with alkylating agents or antimeta-

bolites (reviewed by Bignami et al, 2003). We suggest that

aberrant attempt to repair the triplex structure by MMR

during replication can also culminate in DSB formation.

The nature of the substrate might dictate the outcome of

the MMR attack. Either extensive removal of the third strand

involved in the Hoogsteen interaction or nicking of the loop

region of the triplex might cause DSBs as the targeted strand

lacks the complementary chain.

Eukaryotic genomes contain, besides GAA/TTC tracts,

other triplex-forming homopurine �homopyrimidine mirror

repeats (Cox and Mirkin, 1997). In humans, several regions

that contain non-GAA H-DNA adopting sequences are hot-

spots for rearrangements. These include the major breakpoint

cluster region at the BCL2 (Raghavan et al, 2005a), intron 21

of PKD1 (Blaszak et al, 1999; Patel et al, 2004) and promoter

region of C-MYC (Michelotti et al, 1996; Wang and Vasquez,

2004). The susceptibility of these regions for aberrations was

attributed to the ability of the secondary structures to impede

replication progression (Raghavan et al, 2005b) and cause

DSBs (Patel et al, 2004). Although the Rag1/Rag2 endonu-

clease was implicated in promoting DSBs at the bcl2-Mbr

locus (Raghavan et al, 2005b), our data strongly suggest that

MMR might be an additional player in the breakage formation

at the location of triplex structures. It is conceivable that the

mechanisms governing GAA instability might be the same for

other H-DNA-adopting sequences. Hence, it would be impor-

tant to assess whether MMR besides GAA/TTC triplexes, can

also target non-GAA H-DNA substrates.

Implications for the stability of the human genome

We find that expanded GAA/TTC repeats in yeasts are potent

inducers of DSBs and chromosomal aberrations; orientation

of the tracts relative to the replication origin is an important

factor governing the instability. These data suggest that the

human carriers of the expanded tracts such as FRDA patients

might be at risk for the formation of chromosomal aberra-

tions. Although the chromosomal rearrangements in carriers

with expanded tracts have not been reported thus far, our

yeast study strongly suggests that the karyotypes of these

cells should be scrutinized. It is also conceivable that triplex-

forming GAA/TTC tracts can function as canonical fragile

sites in cytogenetic analyses either spontaneously or on

induction with chemicals that stabilize triplex structures

such as polycyclic compounds (Chan and Glazer, 1997).

Understanding the molecular mechanisms that govern the

stability of the eukaryotic genomes is important for studying

the aetiology of cancers and hereditary diseases. On the basis

of this study, we propose that chromosomal regions in human

carriers containing long triplex-forming repeats are predis-

posed for breakage and GCRs. We suggest that the length of

the repetitive tracts, their location in the genome and the

genetic background may be important factors that determine

the susceptibility of the individuals to tumorigenic aberra-

tions.

Materials and methods

Strains and genetic techniques
KT119 strain (MATa, his7-2, leu2-3,112, trp1-D, ura3-D, lys2-D, ade2-
D, bar1-D, sfa1-D, cup1-1-D, yhr054c-D, cup1-2-D, lys2::kanM-
XURA3, ADE2, CUP1 and SFA1) is a derivative of TP strains
described in Narayanan et al (2006). Details of constructions of
strains with varying sizes of GAA/TTC repeats, including the
description of genetic techniques, are given in the Supplementary
data.

Molecular biology techniques
CHEF gels, 2D analysis, Southern blot hybridization and CGH were
employed to characterize genome rearrangements and to detect
replication and DSB intermediates. The detailed description of these
techniques can be found in the Supplementary data.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online
(http://www.embojournal.org).
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